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I 
read Mal achi Bl ack’s debut, 

Storm Toward Morning, while nurs-
ing my third child. In a sea of 

breastfeeding manuals and pass-the-
time novels this collection was a wel-
come reprieve. Perhaps “reprieve” 
gives the wrong impression, though: 
what I mean is that it awakened my 
capacity to think; these are intense po-
ems that deal with bodily sickness, the 
struggle of spirit and flesh, and the ab-
sence and existence of God. Black has 
been called a “John Donne for the Mil-
lennial age,” and a metaphysical sen-
sibility does indeed inform the shape 
and straining of the poems. “I am as a 
nerve inside a gland,” he writes, “I un-
derstand. /  Though I am fashioned /  
as I am, I am a perch for the eternal /  

and a purse for what it lends.” The sudden shift in metaphor between 
“perch” and “purse”—accom plished by pivoting on a sound—reminds me 
of George Herbert, and Black’s tendency to experiment with lineation and 
spacing within the confines of received form are not unlike certain Meta-
physicals’ attention to the poem as an object on the page (think Herbert’s 
“Easter Wings,” which Black does in fact use as an epigraph to one of his 
sections).
 What first appealed to me about the poems was the sound. As I’m ad-
justing to a new level of loudness and dissonance in my home, it is a plea-
sure to hear in my inner ear,

I am the harvest

                                    Lord

femur, rib, and clavicle

                                    to be hollowed as the flute is

                        for a song

Lift up

           my skull, the halved gourd

                                                                    so the blank

note of the wind

                        can find its form.

Or—and I can relate to the emotion in this one—

But who can bear the awful opening

of eyes: the wake-up and its awkward lapse

into anatomy; the gray awareness

of the hips, of tongue on teeth, of spine,

of lips and kneecaps, ears and groin?

I hate the clockwork of the waking mind:

In the latter, Black’s handling of the iambic line moves us from a dream-
like rhythm to one of ticking regularity. On one level this is humorous; on 
another, entirely not.
 Sleeplessness, the heavy awkwardness of the body, music and dream in-
side machine—these are the kinds of fascinations that animate the poems. 
And though the poems have a masculine sensibility (“you are nothing but 
a breast, round /  behind a blouse of clouds built to be unbuttoned”—it’s a 
metaphor for the sun, but still . . .), I found that the physicality of the pieces 
resonated with my experience as postpartum female. More than anything 
else, these are poems of the body—the body under extreme duress, the 
body as “nerve” or “livid tissue,” sutured, severed, riddled with nervous 
tics, and yet aware of a presence that fills it with song. Maybe this presence 
is God: the collection is anchored by a crown of sonnets titled “Quarantine” 
that styles itself as a prayer arranged according to the canonical hours. But 

maybe it’s an awareness of absence so great that it’s perceived as presence. 
“[I]s language bright,” the poet asks,

because a curvature

            of space inside

a line is visible . . .

which is shrine

            the light of body

or the light behind?

All this is contemplated by a self that is only “a quiver,” a “scent,” “re-
moved but resident: like a clef /  on empty sheet music /  inside a closed 
 piano bench.”

These poems are exciting, intense, formally complex—and demanding. 
There were a few occasions when I felt the effort of following the syntax 
(which does, in most cases, ask to be followed) tempered my initial pleasure 
in the poems. It’s not so much that the sentences themselves are confus-
ing, or even complex, but that they are lineated in such a way as to create 
friction, halting a reader’s momentum. In a “Memo to the Self-Possessed,” 
for example:

             The teeth of Earth

burn with the friction of their gear,

             turning once and then

again as mathematically the year

             painstakingly divides

our tribulations. Here,

             and only here,

the moisture in a sigh is equal

             to both fever bead

and tear;

Obviously there’s a form-sense conjunction in the way the lines divide the 
sentence here; the question is whether the payoff for “painstaking” read-
ing is great enough.
 The answer, to my mind, was finally yes—in part because of the way 
Black makes use of the full gamut of grammatical tools available to him. 
Gjertrud Schnackenberg calls punctuation “one of the most emotional 
tools a poet has.” Black seems to agree. A reader notices the punctuation 
in these poems—its presence or its lack—as one notices the lineation and 
the spacing; it’s handled as a kind of energy, which helps us track poetic 
argument and allows space for intuitive connection within tautly arranged 
language. So often a poet creates music by eschewing grammar (and Black 
himself gets away with this more than once); but we would do well not to 
forget that, as Yeats said, the passion is in the syntax. Black’s command of 
the poetic sentence and his power to situate it within philosophic and po-
etic conversations give the collection both context and force.
 So though these poems make demands on the reader, they offer an ex-
traordinary reward both in sound and, I’d argue, in spirituality. One strain 
of poetry has always been linked to divine encounter. Perhaps in our age 
we cling most dearly to a spirituality of doubt, but we would lose a rich 
source of sensation and thought if we did not continue to ask our poets to 
engage not only with the self, but also with the possibility of something 
larger, external, eternal, other. Black anchors himself in the poetic tradi-
tion of prayer, from Marcus Aurelius to John Donne, and the acclaim his 
work has garnered so far speaks to the fact that we—even we foggy-headed 
nursing moms—need poets who, in Black’s own words, write “to the pos-
sibility of God.” s
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